ICFAI holds conference
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A two-day Doctoral Thesis Conference was organised by the ICFAI Business School, Hyderabad, in collaboration with Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research (IGIDR), Mumbai.

“A higher economic growth supplemented by policies supporting weaker sections are essential to achieve growth triggered by reforms,” said C Rangarajan, former governor of the Reserve Bank of India and chancellor of ICFAI Foundation for Higher Education, during his valedictory address at the conference. Addressing the participants, Rangarajan said that research and teaching are closely related to each other and good teachers need adequate research ability. While research helps in accumulation of knowledge, teaching helps in dissemination of knowledge.

Research scholars from various fields related to management studies and economics participated in the conference. Participants from Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs), IITs, NITs, Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), Delhi School of Economics, Delhi University (DU), IFMR, BITS, Tata Institute of Social Sciences, various central and state universities presented more than 90 research papers during the conference.